Name of award: *Journal of Dairy Science®* Highly Cited Awards

Authors of most cited articles published in *Journal of Dairy Science* are to be recognized at the annual meeting of ADSA.

Criteria are as follows:

1) For June 2019 recognition, article was published during calendar year 2016. 
   (For June 2020 recognition, article was published during calendar year 2017. Etc.)
2) Authors of three articles will be selected for recognition each year.
3) Articles with the most citations from date of publication to April 15 of recognition year will be honored at the annual meeting of ADSA.
4) Authors may be repeat winners if they authored different highest cited articles in different years.

Recognition:

1) Identified on JDS web site as highly cited article.
2) Recognized at annual ADSA awards ceremony and on the ADSA award poster boards.
3) Check for USD 1000.00 for each highly cited article, presented to corresponding author (to be split between corresponding authors if needed).